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1. Introduction 

Mengen is an Austronesian language spoken by approximately 4000 people living in the West Pomio and Central Pomio 

Census Divisions along the south coast of East New Britain Province. Ross (1988) places Mengen, or more specifically the 

Poeng1 dialect of Mengen upon which this paper is based, under the Proto Mengen branch of what he refers to as the North 

New Guinea Cluster of languages. 

As members of Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) our work is primarily among and for the benefit of the Mengen 

(Maenge) people. We wish to express our appreciation to them for their hospitality, patience and help in teaching us their 

language and culture. 

Fieldwork done by members of SIL, which is the main source of data for this paper, was begun among the Maenge in 

1979 by SIL members Dan and Ginny Rath. Prior to being called upon for administrative work the Raths were able to 

complete a significant amount of work including:  1) Analysis and publication of the Mengen Language Grammar Essentials, 

Mengen Phonology Statement and approved Mengen Orthography; 2) The initiation of a vernacular literacy effort which 

resulted in the production of numerous written materials in the vernacular, vernacular preschools in 8 different Mengen 

villages, and the training of several key nationals to provide training and ongoing supervision of the Mengen Literacy program;  

and 3) The translation of numerous pieces of both secular and religious literature including the completion and publication of 

The Gospel of Mark in Mengen.    

We (the Maddens) took over the Mengen language program in November of 1990.  We are deeply indebted to the Raths 

for their willingness to contribute the fruit of their years of labor. 

The purpose of this paper is to describe and illustrate ways logical relations are marked in Mengen discourse.  The 

examples used were taken from natural Mengen texts2.  

                                                           
1 Both Ross and Chowning (1976) refer to the dialect of Mengen spoken along or near the coast of Jacquinot Bay as Poeng. Chowning also 
makes reference to two other dialects of Mengen, the Orford dialect named after Cape Orford to the east of Jacquinot Bay, and the 
Longeinga or Bush Mengen dialect spoken in an area of the interior to the northwest. 
2The analysis in this paper is based on a corpus of approximately 2,500 lines of text from various genre including: explanation, expository, 
interrogative, narrative, ritual speech, and procedural.   
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2 Co-ordination 

Crystal (1985) defines co-ordination as “the process or result of linking linguistic units of equivalent syntactic status”. 

The notion of equivalence is important since it provides a way of distinguishing co-ordination from subordination which is the 

process of linking linguistic units which are not equivalent. Also, since Crystal’s term linguistic unit may be applied to various 

syntactic levels from the word to the paragraph level, it would be useful at the outset to specify that the co-ordinate 

constructions discussed in this paper involve the linking of two or more independent clauses in an equivalence relationship. As 

will be seen, in Mengen this linking is often accomplished through the use of various constructions involving connective words 

or particles, but in some instances may also involve no explicit marker at all.  

The following formula and examples illustrate the constituents of  a minimal Mengen clause, with [-object/patient 

marker] applying to intransitive clauses and [+object/patient marker] applying to transitive clauses.  

[modal-subject]  +  [verb root]  +/- [object/patient marker] 3  
 

 1) ke pira 
M-S run 

‘he/she/it ran’ 

 2) ngeke savunia kaningme. 
M-S mumu.TR food 

‘they will mumu food’ 

2.1  Asyndetic co-ordinate constructions 

Though the most common co-ordinate constructions use a connective word or particle to link two or more independent 

clauses examples can be found in which no connective is used. The structure of the Mengen asyndetic (no linking word) co-

ordinate construction is: 

[modal-subject  verb]CLAUSE 1 [modal-subject  verb]CLAUSE 2
  (modal-subject   verb )CLAUSE n 

The following examples (3-5) in which the verb in CL1 is loa meaning ‘go’ illustrate co-ordinate constructions with no 

linking connective.  Note also how in examples (3) and (4) both verbs share the same locative. 

                                                           
3 In most cases the formulas shown throughout this paper illustrate only the minimal obligatory structure found for the particular construction 
being discussed. As might be expected these minimal clause structures may also be expanded to include other constituents (ex. oblique noun 
phrases) or the constituents themselves may be expanded to include other elements in addition to those described in the minimal structure. 
For example, subjects of clauses may be expanded to include a free subject noun phrase in addition to the marking found on the modal-
subject particle. The same is true for transitive verbs which may consist of only an object/patient marking on the verb or may be expanded to 
include an object noun phrase. These will be discussed in more detail as they are found in various examples throughout the paper.  
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 3) Ngo loa,  ngo lage kamangnga gua inte nga ura. 
IR.2S go IR.2S pluck POSS.1Pe ginger part.ART in garden 

‘Go pick ginger for us in the garden.’ 

 4) Nge loa, nge toea kana uinsi. 
IR.3S go IR.3S plant.TR POSS.2S plant.sp 

‘He will go plant himself (some) uinsi.’ 

 5) Nga lege masia pala, nge kele oru nge iau lege rea, na… 
IR.1S shape well.TR prior IR.3S look.TR thing PL.REL 1S shape OBJ/3P then  

‘I will perform (certain rites) well for her first, she (my ancestor) will see the things I've done, then…’ 

2.2  Clauses co-ordinated by ba ‘and’ 

One type of co-ordinate construction which does use a connective links two or more independent clauses4 in an 

equivalence relationship using ba5 ‘and’. This construction is represented by the following formula.  

[modal-subject  verb]CLAUSE 1 [ba modal-subject  verb]CLAUSE 2
  (ba modal-subject   verb )CLAUSE n 

It is exemplified in examples (6-8). Note the presence of an oblique clause constituent consisting of a locative noun 

phrase in examples (7) and (8). 

 6) keke rereli ba keke lulutu 
R.3P yell.IMP and R.3P dance.IMP 

‘they yelled and they danced’  

 7) ragau keke matautaue ba keke kolulu ngae i  
people R.3P fear.IMP.OBJ/3S and R.3P hid.IMP from 3S 

‘people feared him, and they hid from him’ 

 8) Nge mom ba nge kumkuma nga urapuna. 
IR.3S exist and IR.3S work.IMP in bush 

‘He/she will stay and she will be working in the bush.’ 

 

It should also be noted that in instances where the verbs in CL1 and CL2 are loosely related (e.g. do not involve sequential 

actions) ba ‘and’ permits CL1 and CL2 to permute. For example, the verbs kallo ‘astonish’ and magio ‘surprise’ in (9) below 

could appear in either CL1 or CL2. 

                                                           
4 Simultaneous action is another type of construction that uses the ba connective, however it has not been included under this discussion of 
clause co-ordination because in simultaneous action constructions ba functions to link verbs (that share the same subject) rather than 
complete clauses. Notice in the following example how the second verb in the series lacks the modal-subject particle required in Mengen 
clauses. Mangnga rapanung ka kumkuma ki ba (0)  tongtong ki.  ‘We the men made them and combined them for the villages.’ 

In another very common variation of this same simultaneous action construction a person marker (mainly 3S or 3P) is incorporated in the ba 
connective particle resulting in be ‘and.3S/3P’ or beke ‘and.3P’. This merging of person marker and ba can be seen in the following 
example:  Ke loa be telea galiaume. ‘They went and cut shields.’ 
5 The connective ba may also be used to conjoin nouns/noun phrases as in the example: Nge tungu rea kala nga gie, ba kaning, ba page, ba 
tali… ‘They will give them together with pig, and food, and shell-ring, and shell-string…’ 
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 9) Ngeke kallo ba ngeke magio ta kelange kelang tetoto. 
IR.3P astonish and IR.3P surprise to look.IR.TR look.NOM a.other 

‘The will be astonished and they will be surprised to see another sight.’ 

 

Sometimes an adverb such as  bole meaning ‘also’ can be used either in place of or in conjunction with ba to coordinate 

two propositions as seen in examples (9) and (10). 

 10) Nge litao nga savanau, i nge litaokurumea bole. 
IR.3S cut-walk across fence 3S IR.3S cut.walk.follow also 

‘She would cut across a fence, it(the spirit’s head) would cut across following her also.’ 

 11) I ke pirapira ba iau ka pirapira bole. 
3S R.3S run.IMP and 1S R.1S run.IMP also 

‘She was running, and I was running also.’ 

2.3  Clauses co-ordinated by na ‘then/and then’  

No paper on Mengen logical relations would be complete without a discussion of the ubiquitious na particle. In many 

instances na functions as a sequencing temporal connective and may be translated as ‘then’ or ‘and then’. In other instances na 

can encode a mild cause-effect (or enabling cause) relationship and may be translated ‘so’.6  It occurs in sentences with the 

following obligatory structure: 

[modal-subject  verb]CLAUSE 1 [na modal-subject  verb]CLAUSE 2
  (na modal-subject  verb )CLAUSE n 

 Examples (12-17) illustrate some uses and possible translations for na.  

 12) Nau nge mate tapu na nga kave. 
mother.1S IR.3S die already then IR.1S petition.OBJ/3S 

‘My mother will have died, (then) I will petition her.’ 

 13) Ka kavesia nga gue, na ka iau pala. 
R.1S overtake.OBJ/3S PREP road then COP 1S prior.   

 ‘I overtook her on the road (then) I was ahead.’ 

 

 14) Nga roma ragau ngeke ka nga magalo,  
IR.if saying people IR.3P flee on ground 

  na nge tao rea na nge paropunu rea bole. 
then IR.3S walk 3P then IR.3S shoot.kill 3P also 

‘If people would flee on the ground (then) he would chase them (and then) he would stab them also.’ 

 15) Mangng ka loa ta balvale           
1Pe R.1P go to spirit.house 

na mangng ka kela paka urasaename ngae Talie. 
then 1Pe R.1P see TR costume.fig.PL PL.POSS village.name 

                                                           
6 Within a clause na frequently occurs immediately following a temporal adverb such as ngarume ‘later’ or pala ‘prior’. Such uses of na can 
be difficult to place a translation on. Some examples of this type of usage are: Ngarume na urasaename nge malaga. ‘Later (na) the 
customed figures will appear.’  Or Sonrau na gie laekia ke la kaning iau. ‘Today (na) this pig is going to bite me.’ 
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‘We went to the spirit house (and then) we saw the costume figures from Talie.’ 

 

As was previously mentioned, in some instances na may function to encode what could be described as enabling cause 

(‘so’) as seen in the following examples.  

 16) Ke umma ka ragau minamina na ragau keke matautaue. 
R.3S do.IMP TR people thusly so people R.3P fear.IMP 

‘He did like that to people (so) people were afraid of him.’ 

 17) boko ale long na ale pasapage papana tetoto muni 
cassowary COM.3S hear so COM.3S rise.TR wing.3S a.other again 

‘cassowary heard (so) he raised his other wing as well’ 

2.4  Disjunctive/Alternative ( o ‘or’) 

The only disjunctive in evidence nowadays is the conjuction o ‘or’ which is very likely borrowed from Tok Pisin. 

Constructions using o ‘or’ to encode disjunctive at the clause level rarely if ever exceed two clauses in length.7 It is used in 

sentences having the following structure: 

[modal-subject  verb]CLAUSE 1 [o modal-subject  verb]CLAUSE 2 

Examples (18) and (19) show how o ‘or’ has been incorporated in the current vernacular.  

 18) Mata nge lu… nge taliliu nga ragugu o nge paroparo iau. 
firefly IR.3S enter IR.3S circle.IMP at face.1S or IR.3S shoot.IMP 1S 

‘The firefly will enter … it will circle at my face or it will dart (at) me.’ 

 19) Keke sapsapia ragoeme papatu o ravollau papatu keke sapsapi rea. 
R.3P whip.IMP children many or bigmen many R.3P whip.IMP 3P  

‘They whipped many children or many big men, they whipped them.’ 

 

One futher example of the conjunction o ‘or’ in current usage encodes polar (yes-no) questions like those shown in the 

following examples. Note that the subject consists of a noun phrase in addition to the subject marker on the modal-subject 

particle. 

 20) Mono te ke la atung muni, o ke sa? 
ship a R.3S DEF come.IR again or R.3S no 

‘Will there be another boat coming or not?’ 

 21) Ko longe pangamologa laekia bole o ke sa? 
R.2S hear.TR talk.NOM this also or R.3S no 

‘Did you hear this talk too or not?’ 

                                                           
7 This is not true within the clause where o ‘or’ may be used to encode multiple alternatives as seen in the following example: Naupengana 
nge ravu kamangng basema ragoeme ta karea kaning, o laupengana, o ligu piau memena, o teime… ‘My wife will get our (food), like food 
for the children, or my mother-in-law, or my sisters, or whoever…’ 
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2.5  Adversative ( ava) 

The most common type of adversative in Mengen are constructions where the connective ava is used to link two clauses8 

encoding a set of two contrasted propositions. As will be shown, in Mengen the adversative may encode normal adversative 

(‘but’) as well as contrast (‘on the other hand’). The following formula shows the structure of a basic adversative sentence. 

[modal-subject  verb]CLAUSE 1 [ava modal-subject  verb]CLAUSE 2 

Examples (22-5) below illustrate how the connective ava is used to encode normal adversative ‘but’. Note also how 

negation is often (though not always) encoded in the second clause of the two propositions being contrasted. 

 22) Iau ka kela kalaoka ta bega te e bollau ta kangapatae kia, 
1S R.1S look all.about for tree a REL big to flee-upward OBJ.3S  

ava ke sana te. 
but R.3S NEG a 

‘I looked all about  for a big tree to flee up into, but there wasn’t one.’ 

 23) Ke pira ta gie na ke paromunia,  
R.3S run to pig then R.3S spear.again.OBJ/3S 

ava ke sane mesi ta kelange gie. 
but R.3S NEG.3S stand to see.NOM pig 

‘He ran to the pig then he speared it again, but he didn’t stay to look at the pig.’   

 24) Ita ka loramatana lamasi ka i a bega  
    1Pi R.POSS know.1Pi coconut R.COP 3S REL tree 

  ava ke sane baingana ma bega mannangana. 
but R.3S NEG custom.3S like tree true 

‘We know the coconut is (a) tree, but  its way of life (lit. custom) isn’t like (that of an) actual tree.’ 

 25) Ngeke loa kerea ta giung koana, ava pala ta ri 
IR.3P go OBJ/3P to boy’s.house mouth.3S but prior to 3P 
pangalu rea na urasaena barana laekia nge lelekala rea. 
incise.IR 3P then costumed.fig group this IR.3S arrive.upon 3P 

‘They will take them (the young boys) to the entrance of the boy’s house, but before they superincise them, this 
group of costumed figures will surround them.’ 

 

In other instances the connective ava may function to encode more the notion of a partial contrast (‘on the other hand’) 

rather than a full and clear adversative ‘but’, as seen in the following examples (26) and (27). Note in example (27) how a 

mostly phonological variant of the connective ava may occur when ae, a particle that sometimes preceeds pronouns and proper 

                                                           
8 Within a clause ava is often used to encode the idea of correction or clarification and could be translated ‘I mean..’ as seen in the following 
examples: Ngallo nga magalo karoulu, ava nga maga nge ngatau. ‘Inside of all areas, (I mean) from the villages which are distant.’ or Re 
nga Malakur, Malakur giana bollaungana Malakuru, ava  re nga maga e sina nga Parole keke lele ta kumangng. ‘Those from Malakur, 
Malakur – it’s big name (is) Malakur- (but I mean) those from the small village of Parole arrived to work.’ 
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names, coalesces with ava resulting in avae.9  Note also how the explicit 1st person subject pronoun functions to bring focus to 

bear on the subject of the second clause of the set.  

 26) Iau ka la loanga siling kau posi, ava one ngo mommo. 
1S R.1S DEF go.IR search.IR POSS.1S meat but 2S IR.2S exist.IMP 

‘I’m going to find meat for myself, but you (on the other hand) stay (put).’ 

 

 27) Atu, ngo balia gie avae iau ka lola ta ausik.  
come IR.2S strike.TR pig but.PropN 1S R.1S go.IMP to aidpost(TP) 

‘Come, kill the pig, but I (on the other hand) am going to the aidpost.’ 

3 Subordination 

Crystal (1985) defines subordination as “…the process or result of linking linguistic units so that they have different 

syntactic status, one being dependent upon the other, and usually a constituent of the other.” According to this definition then a 

subordinate clause could be described as a clause which is dependent and usually a constituent of another clause. However 

according to Matthiessen and Thompson (1988:286), to describe a structure as simply a subordinate clause “fails to make the 

distinction between embedding and clause combining.”  

The following discussion describes various means Mengen uses to encode the relationship of clauses with different 

syntactic status.  It has been organized in such a way as to make a distinction betweeen combined and embedded subordinate 

clauses.  

The examples under Section 3.1, which address the first distinction, illustrate sentences with a minimum of two clauses; a 

dependent clause bound together with an independent clause. Although the dependent clause is not free, it is juxtaposed to the 

independent clause in a side-by-side or ‘satellite-nucleus’ relationship.  

The examples under Section 3.2 illustrate embedded constructions which function as arguments within the structure of 

the main or independent clause. 

                                                           
9 Also with ava we again see an intra-clausal phenomenon which is very common in Mengen and which was discussed briefly in the footnote 
under the ba ‘and’ connective (and will be seen again under the discussion of the temporal connective ina). I am refering to the way that a 
person marker may be incorporated into the connective particle itself. In the case of the adversative connective, the result of the coalescence 
of ava and the person marker (most often 3rd person singular)  is ave ‘but/and.3S’. Like the adversative illustrated in examples (26) and (27) 
ave also appears to encode the notion of contrastiveness ‘on the other hand/and/at the same time’ as seen in the following example:  

Agau e ka`e napengana ave kamapitakama ka avale tetoto…ke kespite napengana. ‘The person who leaves his wife (and at the same time) 
marries another woman… defiles (his relationship with) his wife.’ 
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3.1  Implications 

Concerning implicational relationships, Bruce (1984:255) writes, “Implicational relationships between predications 

involve logical rather than temporal organization, although the two are closely related. Implications are essentially logical 

interpretations imposed upon essentially temporally related predications.” He postulates four major types of implication 

including: conditionality , causation, contrafactuality, and warning. Subsumed under conditionality are hypotheticality and 

contingency as well as two other categories Bruce describes as universal quantifier and proportions. Under causation he 

includes such things as efficient cause, final cause (purpose), and circumstantial causation.  

The organization of the following discussion of ways that Mengen encodes implicational relationships is patterned after 

Bruce’s model. Under Section 3.1.1 I have included examples of contingency and hypotheticality and under Sections 3.1.2 and 

3.1.3 ways that Mengen encodes contrafactuality and causation respectively.  

3.1.1 Conditionality 

3.1.1.1 Temporal contingencies 

Mengen typically encodes temporal contingencies between two clauses in two ways, either by means of the connective 

ina ‘when’ or by means of temporal adverbs. The following formula presents the basic obligatory structure of sentences using 

the ina connective. The optional preposition that often occurs before ina (see footnote) in these types of constructions has been 

included for the sake of clarification. 

(PREP)10 [ina  modal-subject  verb]SUBORDINATE CLAUSE  ,  [modal-subject  verb]MAIN CLAUSE 

Examples (28-30) illustrate the use of ina, translated ‘when’.  

 28) Ina gauveme ke kani tapu, na mangng ka tao nga manu pungana. 
when dog.PL R.3P eat complete then 1Pe R.1P walk at bird fall.3S 

‘When the dogs had finished eating, we walked at the bird's landing (place).’  

 

 29) Ka ina ravale ngeke pangpange gieme… na ravollalau nga maga keke ella 
R.PREP when women IR.3P fatten.IMP pig.PL then bigmen from village R.3P look.IMP 

‘When the women are fattening the pigs, the bigmen from the village will be watching.’ 

 

 30) Ka ina ri lua ke bollau, rilua ke panrole kerea. 
R.PREP when 3P two R.3P big 3P.two R.3P REC.IMP.speak OBJ/3P 

‘When the two grew up, the two were talking with each other.’ 

                                                           
10 This optional prepostion (a), when it occurs with ina, is usually marked for realis (ex. k-a ina) or irrealis (ng-a ina) modality.  
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In some instances the ina temporal construction assumes a more integrated role functioning as the object complement of a 

verb. 11  This type of construction can be formulated as follows: 

[modal-subject  verb [ina subject  verb]] SUBORDINATE CLAUSE  ,  [na modal-subject  verb]MAIN CLAUSE 

 31) Gaune ke kele ina lausa kaninnia, na ke ballaga… 
dog R.3S saw.TR when wallaby eat.IMP.OBJ/3S then R.3S ask 

‘Dog saw when wallaby was eating it (the ivo fruit) then he asked...’ 

 

 32) Rilua keke pamologa nga ina boko ke rongrong ka ragau. 
3P.two R.3P talk IR.PREP when cassowar R.3S finish.IMP TR people 

‘The two talked (about) when cassowary was killing people.’ 

 

Sometimes the subordinate clause may follow the main clause as seen in the following formula and in examples (33) and 

(34). 

[modal-subject  verb]MAIN CLAUSE  , [na modal-subject  verb [ina subject  verb]] SUBORDINATE CLAUSE 

 33) Nga logukannana iau, na nga logukalpage ina iau balia goe ae iau. 
IR.1S examine.IMP 1S CL IR.1S remember when 1S strike.TR child POSS 1S 

‘I will be examining myself then I will remember when I struck my child.’ 

 34) Mangng ka lele, na mangng ka kela one ina one momo nga pelau kaona. 
1Pe R.1P go then 1Pe R.1P look 2S when 2S exist at sea mouth.3S 

‘We arrived then we saw you when you were on the sea shore.’ 

 

3.1.1.2 Hypothetical conditions 

In hypothetical conditional constructions, the connective ngaroma is preposed to the condition clause. The temporal 

condition ‘when’ and the hypothetical condition ‘if’ are both marked with the connective ngaroma which appears to be nga 

(the hypothetical particle a marked for irrealis (ng-) modality) combined with the complementizer roma meaning ‘saying’ or 

‘that’. As might be expected an irrealis marking on the modal-subject particle is obligatory with a conditional construction. 

The hypothetical conditional structure has these obligatory constituents: 

                                                           
11 As has already been discussed the temporal connective ina ‘when’, like ba ‘and’ and ava ‘but’ may also function within a clause and be 
encoded for person (mainly 3S or 3P). In these constructions which are very similar to the object complement instances of ina illustrated in 
examples (31-32), the person marker that is incorporated into the connective particle corresponds to the person of the object (as opposed to 
that of the subject of the main verbs that we saw in ba and ava). The following examples illustrate the use of ina in an intra-clausal 
construction. Keke kolulu ngae i nga ine rongrong ka ragau. ‘They would hide from him when he was killing people.’ Na aleke pamagoe 
rea muni nga ineke kantapu. ‘Then they wash them again when they have finished eating.’ Note the absence of the modal-subject particle 
required in full clauses (the nga before the ina in these examples is not a modal-subject particle but rather a variation of the prepostion 
mentioned in the above footnote).    
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[ngaroma modal-subject  verb]CLAUSE 1 [na modal-subject  verb]CLAUSE 2 

Examples (35-8) show conditional relations using the ngaroma connective: 

 35) Ngaroma ngeke alavaia kaning ba bega tapu, na ale ngeke 
IR.if.saying IR.3P transport.TR food and tree complete then COM.3P IR.3P 

  pulia kae ore nga pangalu. 
put.TR day thing.REL PURP superincision.    

‘If/when they have completed transporting the food and wood, then they will schedule a day for the 
superincision.’ 

 36) Ngaroma ragau ngeke ka nga magalo, na nge tao rea  
IR.if.saying people IR.3P flee PREP ground then IR.3S walk 3P  

na nge paropunu rea bole. 
then IR.3S shoot.kill 3P also 

‘If people would run away on the ground, then he would chase them and stab them also.’ 

 

 37) Ngaroma nga kalilia ore bollau raumana, na ka laumatana roma…  
IR.if.saying IR.1S feel.IMP.TR thing.REL big very then R.POSS know.1S that 

‘If I’m experiencing something very difficult then I know that…’ 

 

 38) Ngaroma ngeke kumatapu kia, na ale nge kumkuma nakoai. 
IR.if.saying IR.3P work.complete OBJ/3S then COMP.3S IR.3S work.IMP here 

‘If they finish making it, then they will work here.’ 
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It is also possible to find hypothetical condition constructions that use ngaroma in postposed clauses. Notice the absence 

of the na connective particle that was seen at the beginning of  CL2 in the previous preposed constructions. This type of 

hypothetical condition structure has the following constituents: 

 [modal-subject  verb]CLAUSE 1  ,
 12

  [ngaroma  modal-subject  verb]CLAUSE 2. 

 39) Orume kinung keke pepe, ngaroma ita ngaka loakurumea… 
thing.PL all R.3P good.PL IR.if.saying 1Pi IR.1P go.follow.TR 

 ‘Everthing will be okay, if we follow (the customs of our grandfathers).’ 

 

 40) Keke lele mamasi, ngaroma nga kelpa ka mata.  
R.3P arrive well.IMP IR.if.saying IR.1S look TR firefly 

‘(Everything) is fine, if I see a firefly.’ 
 

3.1.1.3 Contrafactual conditions 

The contrafactual is another type of conditional relation found in Mengen. In the hypothetical/temporal conditions 

discussed in the previous section we saw the hypothetical particle a marked for irrealis modality combining with the 

complementizer roma to produce the connective ngaroma.  In the contrafactive condition this same hypothetical particle a 

marked for contrafactive modality combines with the complementizer roma to produce the connective taroma as seen in 

examples (41-43) below. This structure has the following obligatory constituents:  

[taroma modal-subject   verb]CLAUSE 1 ,  [ modal-subject13   verb]CLAUSE 2 

 

 41) Taroma iau a gauve e bollau, iau ta tataoe gieme patali. 
CTF.if.saying 1S REL dog REL big 1S CTF.1S chase.IMP.TR pig.PL clear 
‘If I were a big dog I would chase pigs away.’ 

 42) Taroma iau ta laumatana, na iau sana ta role minmina. 
CTF.if.saying 1S CTF.POSS know.1S then 1S NEG CTF.1S speak thusly 

‘If I had known then I wouldn’t have spoken like that.’ 

 43) Taroma miau ta lomiaupatokone pangamologa nginngina, na miau 
CTF.if.saying 2P CTF.POS.2P recognition.TR talk.NOM those then 2P 

ta lomiaumatana ka… 
CTF.POSS know.2P TR 

‘If you had recognized those words then you would have known (that)…’ 

                                                           
12 Note the comma signifying the presence of a pause that serves to separate the two clauses.  
13 In hypothetical conditions where the condition clause is preposed, the modal-subject particle in CL2 will quite often also be marked for 
irrealis modality. The same is true for contrafactual conditions in which contrafactual modality (marked by t- ) is carried over to the modal-
subject particle in CL2. 
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3.1.2 Causation 

Unlike conditional structures which contain a conjunction initiating the initial base (or protasis), causal constructions 

generally occur with conjunctions initiating the final base. Nowadays Tok Pisin has gained such prominence that natural 

occurrences of causal constructions that do not incorporate some Tok Pisin (long wanem ‘because’) or Anglicized Pidgin 

(bikos ‘because’) connective words are becoming more and more rare. However two more natural/traditional constructions use 

the connectives particles ta ‘because/so’and nga combined with the temporal connective ina meaning ‘for when/in that’. These 

conjunctions join bases to encode the semantic relations of reason discussed in section 3.1.2.1, purpose in section 3.1.2.2 and 

negative purpose (or prohibition) in section 3.1.2.3. 

3.1.2.1 Reason(s) 

There are three structures encoding reasons. The first uses ta and appears to express an immediately desired result and a 

reason for the desire. It has this structure: 

[modal-subjectIRREALIS   verb]CLAUSE 1, [ta  modal-subjectREALIS   verb]CLAUSE 2 

The following examples (44-46) show the connective particle ta. Note that the definite future particle (la) inserted after 

the modal-subject particle (which is marked for realis) causes the verb to become irrealis.  

 44) Ngaka atu ki ta ita ka la bainge maime. 
IR.2P come OBJ/3P because 1Pi R.1P DEF do.IR sound.PL 

‘Bring them, because we are going to make (a) commotion.’ 

 

 45) Goegu, itaua nga kela te liung piau  
in-law.1S 1Pi.Dual IR.1S look for sibling.2S bear  

ta ke sene malaga tale. 
because  R.3S NEG out yet 

‘Inlaw, (let's) you and I look for your sister, because she hasn't returned yet.’ 

 

 46) Ngo kuma ka  kue gai ta iau ka kuma ka orume tapu. 
IR.2S make TR rain now because 1S R.1S make TR thing.PL complete 

‘You make the rain now, because I have finished everything.’ 
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The second reason structure also uses the connective particle ta and encodes reason-result or cause-desired effect. Notice 

that this construction is a reverse of the type illustrated in examples (44-46) in that CL1 is realis and expresses an event that has 

already happened while CL2 is irrealis and expresses the result or desired effect of CL1.  This circumstantially causal 

construction in which ta could be translated ‘so’ has the following structure: 

[modal-subjectREALIS   verb]CLAUSE 1, [ta  modal-subjectIRREALIS   verb]CLAUSE 2 

 47) Sisiu iau ka betaveta nga papang laekia 
elder 1S R.1S wet.IMP in wing.2S this 

  ta ngo pasapage papang laeala nga iau kolu kia. 
so IR.2S lift.FIG.TR wing.2S that IR.1S 1S hide.in OBJ/3S 

‘Elder I’m getting wet under this wing of yours so lift up that wing (and) I will go under it.’ 

 

 48) Ka pamologa raumana ta nga rongo nakai.  
R.1S talk very so IR.1S finish here 

‘I’ve talked a lot so I will finish with that.’ 

 

Another example of a causal relation which could be described as enabling or circumstantial cause uses the preposition 

nga in conjunction with the temporal particle ina (discussed under the heading of Temporal Contingencies). The structure of 

this construction is: 

[modal-subjectREALIS   verb]CLAUSE 1, [nga ina (modal-subject)REALIS   verb]CLAUSE 2 

Examples (49) and (50) illustrate the use of nga ina meaning  ‘in that’ or ‘because’. 

 49) Ri keke baililli ta ri lunga kia nga ina ragau  
3P R.3P struggle PURP 3P enter.PURP OBJ/3S for when people  

keke ponu ngallo nga bale lona. 
R.3P full inside in house inside.3S  

‘They struggled to enter into it (house) in that/because the house’s interior was full of people.’ 

 

 50) Ri ka sana loreamatana roma i ke role mina ngaetai nga ina 
3P R.POSS NEG understand.3P that 3S R.3S speak like how for when  

pangamologa mirana laeala ke ko. 
talk.NOM body.3S that R.3S hide 

‘The didn’t understand what he said in that/because that talk was hidden.’ 
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3.1.2.2 Purpose 

In Mengen the most common inter-clausal purpose construction combines the particle nga ‘so’ with the clausal 

connective baina ‘then’. This construction can be illustrated by the following formula and examples (51-54): 

[modal-subject   verb]CLAUSE 1, [nga baina  modal-subjectIRREALIS  verb]CLAUSE 2 

 51) Ngo kalau mangng masi nga baina mangng nga kumamasia 
IR.2S help 1Pe well so then 1Pe IR.1P work.well.TR 

kumangng a kaning. 
work.NOM REL POSS.2S 

‘Help us well so we (can) do your work well.’ 

 

 52) Ngo kalau mangng nga baina mangng nga loa ta tava. 
IR.2S help 1Pe so then 1Pe IR.1P go to heaven 

‘Help us so we (can) go to heaven.’ 

 

 53) Ke sana kana giau te a bollau nga baina nge pamologa. 
R.3S NEG POSS.3S uncle ART REL big so then IR.3S talk 

‘There is no elder who is a bigman so that he (might) speak (on our behalf).’ 

 

 54) Ngo kuma ka taru nga ura nga baina kaning nge lele mas? 
IR.2S work TR what PREP garden so then eat.NOM IR.3S grow well? 

‘What do you do in the garden so food will (can) grow well?’ 

 

3.1.2.2.1 Intra-clausal purpose constructions 

Up to this point I have tried to place structures that deal with relationships within clauses in footnotes in order to clearly 

distinguish intra-clausal constructions from the inter-clausal constructions on which this paper is based. However, in the case 

of constructions that encode purpose, I feel an exception is merited. Not only are intra-clausal purpose constructions very 

common, but several also make use of connectives that are similar to the inter-clausal examples given above.  

In order for a construction to be considered a ‘full’ clause, it must contain three elements, (1) a modal index, (2) a person 

and number of subject marker and (3) a verb. The first two are inseparably united in a modal subject portmanteau particle. In 

Mengen this so-called full clause is actually only the higher level on a continuum of clause-like structures found at various 

levels equivalent to or below the sentence.  
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Table I. illustrates this continuum from full clauses (I), to clause-like structures with a verb and one or more arguments 

(II-IV), to (V) deverbals only (nominalized verbs without any related arguments).  

 
Table I. – Continuum of Mengen clause-like structures  
 
Level Constituents Example Translation Examples 
I. modal-subject   +   verb k-e pira  ‘R-3S ran’ Ex. (6 ), (7 ) 
II. subject14   +   verb e lola  

in-e pira  
av-e pira  
b-e pira 

‘3S going’15 
‘when-3S ran’ 
‘but-3S ran’ 
‘and-3S ran’ 

Ex.16 

III. HEAD   REL-S  +   verb 
oru ‘thing’REL-S  +   verb 

agau e pira 
or-e momo  

‘person who-3S ran’ 
‘thing which-3S exists’ 

Ex. (83) 

IV. oru ‘thing’  REL-S +  PURP + verbNOM  or-e nga kumangng ‘thing which-3S is for work’ Ex. (77 ), (78 ) 
V. PURP  +  verbNOM ta loanga  ‘to go’17 Ex. (55 ), (56 ) 

 

The first intra-clausal purpose construction discussed here uses the ta particle we’ve seen in a number of connective 

relations already and is very similar to the English infinitive in both function and appearance. The structure of the basic ta 

purpose construction is: 

[ta   verbNOM]PURP-CONST1 [ta   verbNOM]PURP-CONST2  

An optional subject pronoun [without a modal marker] may be inserted between the ta purpose particle and its 

nominalized verb as seen in the following formula: 

[ta   (PRO) verbNOM]PURP-CONST 

Given the above, a ta purpose construction often occurs in the following clausal context: 

[modal-subject]    [verb]   [purpose-construction] 

                                                           
14 Note from the examples that follow in the table that this subject marker is often incorporated in a connective word such as ava ‘but’, ina 
‘when’ or ba ‘and’. 
15 A more complete example of this type of structure is: Ke tatao e lola… ‘3S was walking going…’  
16 Refer to footnote 4 under 2.2 Clauses co-ordinated by ba ‘and’, and footnote 9 under 2.5 Adversative (ava). 
17 As in:  Ke bai ta loanga. ‘3S wanted to go’ 
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Note in the following examples of the ta purpose construction that: 1) the obligatory modal-subject particle before the 

verb that follows ta is absent,  2) the verb following ta is marked for nominal, and 3) that both the verb in the clause preceding 

the purpose construction and the verb of the purpose construction itself share the same subject. 

 55) Nga paturu muni ta loanga ka gauve ngae iau. 
IR.1S start again to go.NOM TR dog PL.POSS 1S 

‘I will begin to take my dogs again.’ 

 

 56) Iau ka bai ta pangananange maga ae iau. 
1S R.1S desire to cause.story.NOM village POSS 1S 

‘I want to tell about my village.’ 

 

 57) Ngarume na nge loa ta i lamonge ura. 
later then IR.3S go to 3S harvest.NOM.TR garden 

‘Later she will go to harvest the garden.’ 

 

Note that in purpose constructions which function as predicate complements the object of the main clause is co-

referential with the subject of the purpose construction.  Note also that several purpose constructions may occur in succession 

as seen in the following examples: 

 58) Na rilua ke kuma ka kue [ta i tugung]1 
CL 3P.two R.3P work TR rain to 3S fall.NOM  

[ta pangavonangea masa laekia.]2 
to putrify.NOM tree.sp this 

‘The two made rain to fall to putrify this masa (log).’ 

 

 59) Na i ke ba`e maliava nge i, oru ngeke sosoali,  
then 3S R.3S send.TR ancestor PL.POSS 3S thing PL.REL.3P PL.bad 

[ta atung]1 [ta baingesoalinge maliava nge iau.]2 
to come.NOM to cause.NOM.bad.TR ancestor PL.POSS 1S 

‘He sent his ancestors,  bad ones, to come harm my ancestors.’ 

 

In other situations the ta conjuction may combine with the discourse particle baina (similar to nga baina in the inter-

clausal purpose construction) to encode purpose. The baina does not appear to add an extra semantic component of meaning to 

ta in ta baina. The format of the ta baina (basic purpose/same subject) construction is:  

[modal-subject   verb  ta baina verbNOM] 

 60) Tataokia ke patutupe kumangng ae i te ri 
sibling.3S R.3S CAU.straight.IMP work.NOM POSS 3S to 3P 
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ta baina kumangngamomonge Pato 
so then work.NOM.exist.NOM name 

‘His elder brother will be fulfilling his (Pato’s) obligation to them (in order) to establish Pato(‘s position in the 
community).’ 

 61) Ka omogusa ta sigingpaga ta baina tunga kaning te one.  
R.POSS desire.1S.not PURP arise.NOM so then give.NOM eat.NOM to 2S 

‘I don’t want to get up to give you food.’ 

 

As was previously mentioned the ta baina purpose construction, like ta purpose, may also serve as a predicate 

complement. In this type of construction, we see baina functioning to encode the notion of enablement (i.e. the occurrence of 

event A makes possible the occurrence of event B) that was seen in the nga baina inter-clausal purpose constructions. The 

following examples illustrate ta baina purpose constructions. 

 62) Na ale ngeke ulotape avolau kunna te i  
CL COMP.3P IR.3P put.complete.TR costume head.3S to 3S 

ta baina i malagang kia. 

so then 3S out.NOM OBJ/3S 

‘They will have given the costume’s top to him so he (can) go out with it.’   

 

 63) …nge tungu lomatana ae one te mangng 
IR.3S give knowledge POSS 2S to 1Pe 

ta baina mangnga bainge kumangng a kaning.  
so then 1Pe do.NOM work.NOM REL POSS.2S 

‘…he will give your knowledge to us so we (can) do your work.’ 

 

The ta baina purpose construction manifests a full clause structure when an irrealis modal-subject particle is inserted 

before the verb (underlined in the example below). Often this kind of structure occurs when the subject referent of the ta baina 

purpose construction is more complex than the simple (optional) pronoun seen in the more basic construction. This can be seen 

in examples (64) and (65) in which the subject of the purpose construction (clause) is a noun phrase. It’s structure is: 

[modal-subject   verb]CLAUSE 1, [ta baina NP modal-subjectIRREALIS  verb]CLAUSE 2 

 64) Ale nge potpoto ta baina tai a sana kana kaning nge long. 
COM.3P IR.3P instruct.IMP so then who REL NEG POSS.3S eat.NOM IR.3S hear 

‘They will give instructions so that whoever doesn’t have food will (can) hear.’ 

 65) Ke pulia bangapaga te ta baina gavman nge rave ragau giareame. 
R.3S put.TR send.NOM a so then govt IR.3S get.TR people name.PL 

‘He made a law so that the government (could) get (a census of) people’s names.’ 
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3.1.2.3 Negative purpose encoding prohibitions 

Negative purpose that encode prohibition is very similar in form to the ta and ta baina purpose constructions illustrated 

previously. The distinguishing characteristic of prohibition is the presence of the inalienable root mane meaning ‘only’ 

combined with the negative affix –sa in the subordinate clause.  Note also how the nominal (–ng) is affixed to the verb being 

negated. The following is its basic structure:  

[modal-subject   verb]CLAUSE 1, [ta/ta baina (S) mane-S-sa  verbNOM]CLAUSE 2 

Examples (66-68) illustrate negative purpose encoding prohibition.  

 66) Na rilua keke potolu kana ta ri baingasoalinge 
then 3P.DUAL R.3P plot POSS.3S to 3P cause.NOM.bad. 

  ta baina i manenasa balinge ragau. 
so then 3S only.3S.NEG strike.NOM.TR people 

‘Then the two plotted against him that they would ruin him in order that he could no longer kill people.’ 

 

 67) Lollome keke meisi taliue pelau ta pelau manenasa loanga lu ta maga.  
stone.PL RL.3P stand circle.TR sea so sea only.3S.NEG go.NOM enter to village 

‘Stones stand encircling the sea in order that the sea may not go into the village.’ 

 

 68) Nga role ka oru nginngina ta i longa ta manenasa kalange  
IR.1S speak TR thing those so 3S hear.NOM so only.3S.NEG reach.NOM.TR  

kamana ta goe patoto ta balingi rea. 
hand.3S to child other to strike.NOM 3P 

‘I will speak about those things for him to hear in order that he may not stretch out his hand to strike other 
children.’ 

 

3.2  Embedded constructions 

3.2.1 Relative clauses/constructions 

Recall earliar that I said (under Intra-clause purpose constructions) that in Mengen there are a number of clause-like 

structures found at or below the sentence level.  As a reminder I have reproduced levels III. and IV. of Table I. and will now 

discuss the relative constructions that occupy those levels.  

 

Level Constituents Example Translation 
III. HEAD   REL-S   +   verb 

oru ‘thing’REL-S   +   verb 
agau e pira 
or-e momo  

‘person who/3S ran’ 
‘thing which/3S exists’ 

IV. oru ‘thing’  REL-S +  PURP + verbNOM  or-e nga kumangng ‘thing which/3S is for work’ 
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The typical ordering of relative embedded constructions in Mengen is: a head (subject) followed by it’s modifying 

relative phrase consisting of a ligature or relative-subject particle and a verb. Relative-subject particles are actually just the 

subject portion of the modal-subject particle seen in full clauses. The following chart summarizes Mengen person markers:   

 
Person Marker 
1S a 
2S o 
3S e 
1Pi aka 
1Pe a 
2P aka 
3P eke 
 

 

Relative constructions have the following structure: 

 [head (subject) REL-S (PRO) verb]  
69) agau e  pira ‘person who.3S ran’ 
70) avale  a iau rave ‘woman that.3S I got’ 

 

Notice the similarity between the above structure and the structure of what we have been calling the ‘full’ clause 

illustrated below: 

 (subject) [modal-subject verb]  
71) agau ke pira ‘person R.3S ran’ 

 

In the relative construction the modal-subject particle has been replaced by the ligature or relativizing particle.  Notice 

also in example (71) above that when the subject of the relative construction is different than that of the head an explicit 

subject (pronoun) is required. In another very common relative construction the subject is assumed by the noun oru ‘thing’ 

which can combine with the relativizer to produce the following construction:  

 [head (subject)] REL (PRO) verb]  
72) agau e  pira ‘person who ran’ 
73) avale  a iau rave ‘woman that I took’ 
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Examples (74-76) illustrate relative constructions using the basic relative-subject particle and example (76) the oru 

‘thing’ relativizer. 

 74) gaune o balia 
dog REL.2S strike.OBJ/2S 

‘the dog you hit’ 

 

 75) Mao laekia aka kania ngalla 
taro this REL.2P eat.OBJ/3S yesterday 

‘this taro you (pl) ate yesterday’ 

 

 76) Maga kunna oreke patoe ka Siukena 
village head.3S thing.REL.3P refer TR place.name 
‘the village they refer to as Siukena’ 
 

In some instances a relativizer may also combine with the purpose particle nga to encode purpose as seen in the following 

examples. 

 77) tue ore nga sigingipage ina 
shell thing.REL.3S to raise.NOM.TR part  

‘(clam) shell for raising part (of the skin)’ 

 

 78) maime ore nga serengakale avale laekia 
sound.PL thing.REL.3S to celebrate.NOM.achieve women this 

‘(a) commotion to celebrate this woman’ 

 

Before leaving the topic of relative constructions I should mention that Mengen noun phrases also often consist of a 

construction that is nearly identical to those just discussed. In fact I think it would be fairly safe to say that a noun phrase that 

consists of a relative construction is simply a lower level of the layed predication we’ve seen in operation throughout Mengen. 

In these types of constructions (which are unmarked for subject) the relative particle has two forms, either e or a as illustrated 

in the following examples. 

 79) Agau te e bollau ke rapitpite gue ka kaeme kinung. 
person ART REL big R.3S grasp.IMP ginger TEMP day.PL all 

‘A person who is big (respected) grasped ginger (working sorcery with it) all the time.’ 

 

 80) Tamana ke loa ta lamong nga ura a pau. 
father.3S R.3S go to harvest.NOM in garden REL new 

‘His father went to harvest (food) in the new garden.’ 
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Often these relativizers also incorporate a plural markings r- or ng- as seen in the following examples: 

 81) Ngeke bava ki ta giung ba goe ra taulai 
IR.3P send.IMP OBJ/3P to boy’s.house and child PL.REL unmarried.male  

ngeke tutuva pakerea.  
IR.3P cook.IMP BEN.3P 

‘They will send them to the boy’s house and the young unmarried men will cook for them.’ 

 

 82) Goe nge bollau nge loa ta ravunge ragau nga maga kunna. 
child PL.REL big IR.3S go to get.NOM people in village head.3S 

‘The older children will go get the people in the main village.’ 

 

3.2.2 Complements 

Earliar we saw how purpose constructions in Mengen can also function in more complex structures serving as 

complements. Other structures which are not purpose may also function as sentence complements like the relative construction 

in example (83) below that is functioning as a locative complement, and the temporal construction in example (84) that is  

functioning as an object complement.  

 83) Mangng ka lopatae nga [kapangng eke pate kae Botape.]  
1Pe R.1P go.up on mountain REL.3P refer TR place.name 

‘We went up on (the) [mountain they call Botape.]’ 

 

 84) Ke kelpa ka [ina iau balvali gie palimule.]  
R.3S look TR when 1S strike.IMP pig always 

‘It (the ancestral spirit) saw [when I was regularly killing pig.’] 

 

3.2.3 Quotations 

In Mengen mental processes or speech acts also function as object complements and show complement sturcture. They 

are most often encoded using the connective complementizer roma meaning ‘saying’ or ‘that’. These propositions often 

contain verbs like ‘speak, refer (to), ask, desire, understand, believe’ like the examples seen in (85-88) below. The structure is: 

[ modal-subject   verb  roma]CLAUSE1  [modal-subject   verb]CLAUSE2-QUOTE 

 85) Na baina sungsung ke role ka tutu roma, 
so then bird.sp R.3S speak TR bird.sp saying 

  “Koli, one ngo baia kaning ka kue… 
friend 2S IR.2S do.TR POSS.2S TR rain 

“So then Sungsung spoke to Tutu saying, ‘Friend, you do your work with the rain…’ ” 
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 86) Na ke ballage roma, “Koli, ko kaninnia kang ka taru?” 
then R.3S ask.OBJ/3S saying friend R.2S eat.IMP POS.2S TR what 

‘Then he asked him saying, “Friend, what are you eating?” ’ 

 

 87) Iau ka matea roma miau ra goeme ngaka longo masi. 
1S R.1S like.TR that 2P PL.REL child.PL IR.2P hear well 

‘I desire that you children listen well.’ 

 

 88) Nge sine tapu na nga laumatana roma 
IR.3S dry complete then IR.POS knowledge.1S that 

  ka la ngalunge kanau goe palu. 
R.1S DEF impel POS.1S child some 

“It will finish drying then I will know that I will definitely go with some of my children.” 

 

Often, particularly in the case of ‘speak’ verbs, the complementizer roma may assume a dual role of both predicate and 

complementizer as seen in examples (89-91) below.   

 89) Na sungsung ke 0 roma “Papangme keke sene ke pepe.” 
then bird.sp R.3S  saying wing.2S.PL R.3P NEG R.3P good.PL 

“Then Sungsung (spoke) saying, ‘Your wings are no good.’ ” 

 90) Tamana ke 0 roma, “Ke sa, ava ke paropune gauve ae ita te.” 
father.3S R.3S  saying R.3S no but R.3S shoot.kill.TR dog POSS 1Pi a 

‘His father (spoke) saying, “No (I didn’t get the cassowary) but it stabbed-killed one of our dogs.’ 

 91) Na ke 0 roma, “Mue ke ka laetai?” 
then R.3S  saying snake R.3S flee where 

‘Then he (spoke) saying, “Where did the snake go?” 

 

3.2.4 Comparison 

In Mengen comparisons typically consist of a temporal complement construction connected to a main clause with basema 

or simply ma meaning ‘like’. The structure of the temporal complement construction is: 

[ina   (PRO)  verb] 

The following formula and examples illustrate complement constructions using basema/ma operating with main clauses 

to encode comparison:  

[modal-subject   verb  basema/ma  temporal-complement] 
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92)  Kalingnana ae one nge lele ngakai ngape basema 
judge.NOM POS 2S IR.3S arrive here below like  

ineke longolongo te one bole ngailu. 
when.3P hear.IMP to 2S also above 

‘(God) may your rule/judging happen here below like (when) they obey you above (in heaven).’ 

 

 93) Ko loa kurume rea ma inae iau pamologa ki. 
R.2S go follow OBJ/3P like when 1S talk OBJ/3P 

‘You followed them like (when) I said.’    

4. Conclusion 

In this paper I have laid out the various logical relations that are expressed in spoken and written Mengen. We have seen 

that often these relations between clauses are encoded by means of connective words or particles.  A summary of these inter-

clausal connectives is shown in Table II. below . 

Table II – Mengen inter-clausal connectives 
 

Connective(s) English 
Equivalent 

Function/Encodes 

  Co-ordination 
ba and Functions to link two or more 

independent clauses in an equivalence 
relationship 

na then, and then Temporal sequencing 
o or Disjunction 
ava but, on the 

other hand 
Opposition 

  Conditionality 
ina when Temporal contingencies 
ngaroma if, when Hypothetical conditions 
taroma if Contrafactual conditions 
  Causation 
ta because Reason (desired result/reason for 

desire) 
ta so Reason (reason-result/cause-desired 

effect) 
nga ina in that, 

because 
Enabling or circumstantial cause 

  Purpose 
nga baina so then Purpose 
ta/ta baina mane-S-sa in order that S 

may not 
Negative purpose encoding prohibition 

  Complements 
roma saying, that Mental processes or speech act object 

complements 
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We also saw that in Mengen it is very common to find a number of very similar clause-like structures functioning at or 

below sentence level. These structures, which often encode various intra-clausal relations, range from minimal purpose 

constructions consisting of the particle ta followed by a nominalized verb, to relative embedded constructions consisting of a 

head followed by it’s modifying relative phrase, to inter-clausal connectives like ava ‘but’ that are marked for person and 

followed by a verb to encode the notion of contrastiveness. 

In a separate paper I will show how several of the particles discussed in this paper (ex. na and baina) also function in 

discourse.  

This paper does not argue a single major thesis but rather its purpose is to present and illustrate logical relations as they 

occur in natural Mengen texts in order to assist translators and consultants to produce good translations. It is also hoped that 

the findings presented here may be of interest to others studying logical relations in Austronesian languages in general. 
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Abbreviations 
 
ANA Anaphor(ic) 
ART Article 
ASP Aspect 
CAU Cause 
CL Clause/Discourse Particle 
CMP Complementizer 
COM Completive 
COP Copula 
CTF Contrafactive 
DEM Demonstrative 
IMP Imperfective Aspect 
IR Irrealis 
M-S Modal-Subject 
NEG Negative 
NOM Nominalizer 
O.3S 3rd person Singular Object 
PL Plural 
POS Possessive 
PREP Prepostion 
PRO Pronoun 
R Realis 
REL Relativizer 
S Subject 
TEM Temporal 
TOP Topicalizer 
TR Transitive (object following) OR assumed 3rd sg. object 
1S 1st  person singular 
2S 2nd person singular 
3S 3rd  person singular 
1Pi 1st  person plural Inclusive 
1Pe 1st  person plural Exclusive 
2P 2nd person plural 
3P 3rd  person plural 
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